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ABSTRACT 
Online Health Communities (OHCs) provide useful source of information and support for health seekers. The Challenge organized by the 

Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (I2B2), a National Center for Biomedical Computing, asked participants to construct 

systems that could correctly replicate the textual and intuitive judgments of the medical experts on disease category based on narrative 

patient records. Since hospitals usually store a considerable amount of information (patient data) as free text, such systems have a great 

potential in aiding research on disease due to their capability to process large document repositories both cost and time efficiently. In our 
work, a dictionary consisting of unique words collected from health care centers is proposed and these words are trained using Naïve Bayes 

Algorithm based on the Probability Theory. To classify the disease based on the symptoms posted by the health seekers or patients, we have 

extracted each word of the posting using Tokenization method and then match those words with dictionary words for classification. Finally 
testing performed against 500 posts and shows promising result. 

 

KEYWORDS: Online Health Communities(OHCs), Sentiment Analysis, Naïve Bayes, Tokenization, Probability Theory, Disease 

Classification. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Sentiment Analysis, also known as opinion mining, involves building a system to collect and categorize 

opinions about a product. Automated opinion mining often uses machine learning, a type of artificial 

intelligence (AI), to mine text for sentiment. Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis is a Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) technique that automatically extracts the opinion, sentiments, attitude, emotions, views etc., in 

proper context and classify these into different categories like positive, negative , neutral etc. Other terms used for 

this research domain are subjectivity analysis, subjectivity detection, appraisal extraction and review mining, 

sentiment mining.  

The two important tasks involved in Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis are [1] Opinion Extraction:  

extracting the opinionated phrases, in proper context, from free text and [2] Sentiment classification: classifying 

opinionated phrases based on sentiment orientation.  

Nowadays, accelerated urbanization and improving living standard have brought some unexpected negative 

influences, making modern citizens more suffered from chronic diseases. On the other hand, with the innovation 

of information technology, Web 2.0 is able to provide an accessible and unobstructed channel of communication, 

which attracts more patients to seek support of health problems through the Internet. Therefore, increasing 

researches have been focusing on improvement of effective management of online health community. It should 

http://www.aensiweb.com/aeb.html
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/machine-learning
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/AI
http://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/definition/text-mining
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been mentioned that community activities reflect the relationship and communication of people, which involves 

more or less emotional elements. Further, this may influence the management of the entire community. 

The Mission of e health-care is to help patients, physicians, and community hospitals to make appropriate 

use of information and communication technologies in order to improve access and quality of health care 

delivery and reduce the cost of its management. E health-care Foundation supports civil, community, 

government, and non-government health care delivery vehicles in improving their management by making 

available web-based patient care, physician, and hospital management solutions affordably. It supports exchange 

of patient data in a secure network across all the stakeholders in delivering health care. 

Sentiment analysis for health care deals with the diagnosis of health care related problems identified by the 

patients themselves. It takes the patients opinions into perspective to make policies and modifications that could 

directly address their problems. Sentiment analysis is used with commercial products to great effect and has 

outgrown to other application areas. Aspect based analysis of health care, not only recommend the services and 

treatments but also present their strong features for which they are preferred. Machine learning techniques are 

used to analyze millions of review documents and conclude them towards an efficient and accurate decision. 

The supervised techniques have high accuracy but are not extendable to unknown domains while unsupervised 

techniques have low accuracy. More work is targeted to improve the accuracy of the unsupervised techniques as 

they are more practical in this time of information flooding. 

Sentiment analysis in health care is an emerging trend that can give health care organizations a competitive 

edge in understanding and improving the patient experience. Sentiment analysis in health care uses natural 

language software to categorize and assess written and spoken comments by patients about their health care 

experience. When combined with patient satisfaction data, sentiment analysis provides health care organizations 

with much deeper insight into patient perceptions and with an understanding of where changes can have the 

most dramatic impact on improving patient experience. 

 

II. Sentiment Analysis Techniques: 

A. Machine Learning: 

Machine learning based Sentiment Analysis or classification can be done in two ways: 1) Sentiment Analysis 

by using supervised machine learning techniques and 2) Sentiment Analysis by using unsupervised machine 

learning techniques.  

 

1) Supervised Machine Learning: 

In Supervised Machine learning techniques, two types of data sets are required: training data set and test data 

set. An automatic classifier learns the classification factors of the document from the training set and the accuracy 

in classification can be evaluated using the test set. Various machine learning algorithms are available that can be 

used very well to classify the documents. The machine learning algorithms like Support Vector Machine (SVM), 

Naive Bayes (NB) and maximum entropy (ME) are used successfully in many research and they performed well in 

the sentiment classification.  

 

2) Unsupervised Machine Learning: 

Lexicon Based Method is an Unsupervised Learning approach since it does not require prior training data sets. 

It is a semantic orientation approach to opinion mining in which sentiment polarity of features present in the given 

document are determined by comparing these features with semantic lexicons. Semantic lexicon contains lists of 

words whose sentiment orientation is determined already. It classifies the document by aggregating the sentiment 

orientation of all opinion words present in the document, documents with more positive word lexicons is classified 

as positive document and the documents with more negative word lexicons is classified as negative document.  

 

B. Hybrid Technique: 

Some researchers combined the supervised machine learning and lexicon based approaches together to 

improve sentiment classification performance. They considered both general purpose lexicon and domain specific 

lexicon for determining polarity orientation of sentiment words and feed these lexicons into supervised learning 

algorithm, SVM. They found that general purpose lexicon performed very poor while domain specific lexicon 

performed very well. The system classified the sentiment in two steps: First the classifier is trained to predict the 

aspects and In Next the classifier is trained to predict the sentiments related to the aspects collected in step1.Their 

system yielded around 66.8% accuracy.  

 

III. Related Works: 

Sentiment mining aims at extracting features on which users express their opinions in order to determine the 

user's sentiment towards the query object. We mine over 70 million Twitter micro-blogs to gain knowledge 

regarding tourist sentiment on the travel resort destination Cancun in the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico. We 

measure sentiment using a binary choice keyword algorithm and a multi-knowledge based approach is proposed 

http://helpandtraining.pressganey.com/resources/patient-satisfaction-data
http://helpandtraining.pressganey.com/resources/improving-patient-experience
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using, Self- Organizing Maps and tourism domain knowledge in order to model sentiment [3]. We develop a 

visual model to express this taxonomy of sentiment vocabulary and then apply this model to maximums and 

minimums in the time sentiment data. The results show practical knowledge can be extracted. 

Nowadays, classifying sentiment from social media has been a strategic thing since people can express their 

feeling about something in an easy way and short text. Mining opinion from social media has become important 

because people are usually honest with their feeling on something. In our research, we tried to identify the 

problems of classifying sentiment from Indonesian social media[4]. We identified that people tend to express 

their opinion in text while the emoticon is rarely used and sometimes misleading. We also identified that the 

Indonesian social media opinion can be classified not only to positive, negative, neutral and question but also to 

a special mix case between negative and question type. Basically there are two levels of problem: word level 

and sentence level. Word level problems include the usage of punctuation mark, the number usage to replace 

letter, misspelled word and the usage of nonstandard abbreviation. In sentence level, the problem is related with 

the sentiment type such as mentioned before. In our research, we built a sentiment classification system which 

includes several steps such as text pre-processing, feature extraction, and classification. The text pre-processing 

aims to transform the informal text into formal text. The word formalization method in that we use is the 

deletion of punctuation mark, the tokenization, conversion of number to letter, the reduction of repetition letter, 

and using corpus with Levensthein to formalize abbreviation. The sentence formalization method that we use is 

negation handling, sentiment relative, and affixes handling. Rule-based, SVM and Maximum Entropy are used 

as the classification algorithms with features of count of positive, negative, and question word in sentence and 

bigram. From our experimental result, the best classification method is SVM that yields 83.5% accuracy. 

A typical method to obtain valuable information is to extract the sentiment or opinion from a message. 

Machine learning technologies are widely used in sentiment classification because of their ability to “learn” 

from the training dataset to predict or support decision making with relatively high accuracy. However, when 

the dataset is large, some algorithms might not scale up well. The scalability of Naive Bayes classifier (NBC) in 

large datasets is evaluated [5]. Instead of using a standard library (e.g., Mahout), we implemented NBC to 

achieve fine-grain control of the analysis procedure. A Big Data analysing system is also design for this study. 

The result is encouraging in that the accuracy of NBC is improved and approaches 82% when the dataset size 

increases. We have demonstrated that NBC is able to scale up to analyze the sentiment of millions movie 

reviews with increasing throughput. 

SNS is one of the most effective communication tools and it has brought about drastic changes in our lives. 

Recently, however, a phenomenon called flaming or backlash becomes an imminent problem to private 

companies. A flaming incident is usually triggered by thoughtless comments/actions on SNS, and it sometimes 

ends up damaging to the company’s reputation seriously. In this paper, in order to prevent such unexpected 

damage to the company’s reputation, a new approach is proposed to sentiment analysis using a Naıve Bayes 

classifier, in which the features of tweets/comments are selected based on entropy-based criteria and an 

empirical rule to capture negative expressions [6]. In addition, we propose a semi-supervised learning approach 

to relabeling noisy training data, which come from various SNS media such as Twitter, Facebook, blogs and a 

Japanese textboard called ‘2-channel’. In the experiments, we use four data sets of users’ comments, which were 

posted to different SNS media of private companies. The experimental results show that the proposed Na¨ıve 

Bayes classifier model has good performance for different SNS media, and a semi supervised learning 

effectively works for the data consisting of long comments. In addition, the proposed method is applied to detect 

flaming incidents, and we show that it is successfully detected. 

Tweet sentiment analysis is an important research topic. An accurate and timely analysis report could give 

good indications on the general public’s opinions. After reviewing the current research, we identify the need of 

effective and efficient methods to conduct tweet sentiment analysis [7]. This paper aims to achieve a high level 

of performance for classifying tweets with sentiment information. We propose a feasible solution which 

improves the level of accuracy with good time efficiency. Specifically, we develop a novel feature combination 

scheme which utilizes the sentiment lexicons and the extracted tweet unigrams of high information gain. We 

evaluate the performance of six popular machine learning classifiers among which the Naïve Bayes Multinomial 

(NBM) classifier achieves the accuracy rate of 84.60% and takes a few minutes to complete classifying 

thousands of tweets. 

The data potential of Twitter is a powerful resource for data mining exploration. This research aims to pull 

the traffic information in Jakarta from Twitter. The first output is to develop a web application that can display 

Jakarta’s traffic situation in real time. The process include filtering and tokenizing to get the traffic jam’s 

location and direction to be displayed on Google Map [8]. The second output is to develop a predictive analysis 

system to oversee Jakarta traffic pattern in a certain period of time using Naïve Bayes Classifier 

Text classification is one of the key methods used in text mining. Generally, traditional classification 

algorithms from machine learning field are used in text classification. These algorithms are primarily designed 

for structured data. In this paper, we propose a new classifier for textual data, called Supervised Meaning 

Classifier (SMC). The new SMC classifier uses meaning measure, which is based on Helmholtz principle from 
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Gestalt Theory [9]. In SMC, meaningfulness of terms in the context of classes are calculated and used for 

classification of a document. Experiment results show that new SMC classifier outperforms traditional 

classifiers of Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) especially when the 

training data limited. 

Sentiment analysis and text summarization has evoke the interest of many scientists and researchers in last 

few years, since the textual data has become useful for many real world applications and problems. Sentiment 

analysis is a machine learning approach in which machine learns and analyze the sentiments, emotions etc about 

some text data like reviews about movies or products. These reviews are increasing day by day, due to which 

summarization of reviews comes in role where summarized form of text in needed, which provides useful 

information from the large number of reviews[10]. It is very difficult for a human being to extract useful data or 

summarize it from the very large document. In Text summarization, importance of sentences is decided based 

on linguistic features of sentences. This paper provides the comprehensive overview of recent and past research 

on sentiment analysis and text summarization and provides excellent research queries and approaches for future 

aspects. 

To mine the opinion on the web, it is essential to perform a well defined task, which helps us to retrieve the 

information from the available data on the web. A discussion is started with the introduction on sentiment 

analysis, which gives us a insight into sentiment analysis [11]. The detail discussion on various methods 

proposed by different researchers is also presented. Different types of sentiment analysis techniques give a 

research direction in different directions. Finally a method is proposed based on the naïve bayes classifier. 

The increasing use of smart phones to access social media platforms opens a new wave of applications that 

explore sentiment analysis in the mobile environment. However, there are various existing sentiment analysis 

methods and it is unclear which of them are deployable in the mobile environment [12]. This provides the first 

of a kind study in which we compare the performance of 17 sentence-level sentiment analysis methods in the 

mobile environment. To do that, we adapted these sentence level methods to run on Android OS and then we 

measure their performance in terms of memory usage, CPU usage, and battery consumption. The findings unveil 

sentence-level methods that require almost no adaptations and run relatively fast as well as methods that could 

not be deployed due to excessive use of memory. 

 

IV. System Design: 

A. System Architecture Diagram:   

An Architecture diagram is drawn for the project which is a pictorial representation of a system, in which 

principal parts or functions are represented by blocks connected by lines that show relationships of the blocks.  

 

 
Fig. 1: 

 

B. Existing System: 

In Existing system, the single data mining technique is used to diagnose the diseases. There is no previous 

research that identifies which data mining technique can provide more reliable accuracy in identifying suitable 

treatment for category of diseases to the patients. The system is not fully automated, it needs doctors for full 

diagnosis for serious patients.  

Practical use of health care database systems and knowledge discovery is difficult in disease diagnosis. 

Hospitals do not provide the same quality of service even though they provide the same type of service. It takes 

more time consumption for practical use of health care database systems.  
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C. Proposed System: 

In Proposed System, we are applying hybrid data mining techniques in identifying  diseases of the 

patients. This system can be used by all patients or their family members who need help in emergency. Apply 

hybrid data mining techniques to the disease diagnosis benchmark dataset to establish baseline accuracy for each 

single data mining technique in the diagnosis of disease in patients.  

Apply the same hybrid data mining techniques used in disease diagnosis to dataset to investigate if single 

data mining techniques can achieve equivalent (or better) results in identifying suitable treatments as that 

achieved in the diagnosis. Apply the hybrid data mining techniques used in disease diagnosis to data set to 

investigate if hybrid data mining techniques can achieve equivalent (or better) results in identifying suitable 

treatments as that achieved in the diagnosis. 

 

V. Results: 

Members Dataset: 

 

 
Adding Disease: 

 

 
Tokenization: 

 
Tokenization Result: 
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Updated Training Dataset: 

 
Tokenization Result: 

 

 
Displaying Result: 

 

 
Conclusion: 

This project aims to build a system that allows users to get instant guidance on their health issues through 

an intelligent health care system online. The system is fit with various symptoms and the disease/illness 

associated with those symptoms. Since Naive Bayes Classifier is based on Probability Theory, the prediction of 

the disease is made accurately. Unlike the previous system, which is applicable only for single disease 

classification, this system is applicable for multiple disease classification.  
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